
HCM-2S
Hotwire cutter for cutting Styrofoam models

●The work table can be extended to maximize the work space.
●The nicrome wire can be adjusted in its angle,
    making it easy to adjust the angle of the cut surface.
●Angled cutting is possible using the angle block.
●Precise cutting is possible through the 0.18mm hot wire.

HOTWIRE FOAM CUTTER
HCM-S PLUS

How wire cutter series How wire cutter seriesUtility model registration No. 0256932

HCM-S PLUS
Steel hot wire cutter for cutting Styrofoam models

[Examples of cuttings]
[Examples of cuttings]

●Easy to carry as it is highly compact.
●The nicrome wire can be adjusted in its angle, 
    making it easy to adjust the angle of the cut surface.
●Angled cutting is possible using the angle block.
●Precise cutting is possible through the 0.18mm hot wire.

HOTWIRE FOAM CUTTER
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HOTWIRE
FOAM CUTTER
HCM-2S

Straight line cutting Circular cutting Curved cutting as desired
Inclined cutting by adjusting

the angle of the hot wire
Cutting a quadrangular pyramid 
through an inclined cutting work

Straight line cutting of a thick 
material using a angle square

HCM-S PLUS(No. 421) Specification
Table size

Hotwire height
Hotwire angle adjustment

Hotwire size
Input power

Output power
Dimensions

Weight

390 x 240mm
160mm

(Left)45-90˚ ~ (Right)90-70˚
Ø0.18mm (Nicrome wire)

Single phase 220V 50/60(Hz)
0~13V(Stepless adjustment)

467 x 306x 304mm
2.7 Kg

Standard Accessories
One multifunctional angle block,

One roll of nicrome wire, One protractor.

HCM-2S (No. 41) Specification

Hotwire size
Input power

Output power
Dimensions

Weight

Table size
Hotwire height

Hotwire angle adjustment

560 x 315mm
210mm

(Forwards and backwards) 45˚
(Left) 45˚ (Right) 20˚

Standard Accessories
One angle square, One multifunctional angle block,

One protractor, One foot switch, One roll of nicrome wire

HOTWIRE FOAM CUTTER
HCM-2S

Ø0.18mm (Nicrome wire)
Single phase 220V 50/60(Hz)
0~13V (Stepless adjustment)

700 x 335 x 375 mm
8.0Kg
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